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Holiday Balloon Arch Kits 

Borun Balloon Factory is a balloon manufacturer 

and balloon supplier with 20 years of experience in 

exporting balloon arches. Through professional 

development and the support of Qianjia brand, we 

have exported more than 220,000 sets of holiday 

balloon arch kits, with an export amount of more 

than 1 million dollars. The holiday balloon arch kit 

mainly includes Christmas balloon arch decoration 

and Halloween balloon arch decoration, among 

which the Christmas balloon arch garland 

decoration is the highest sales in the holiday balloon arch kit, and Borun Balloon Arch 

Factory is the main supplier of holiday balloon arch kit in Europe and America. 

 

 

Product Description 

The Holiday Balloon Arch Kit is one of the main holiday decorations. For Halloween and 

Christmas decorations, use the high quality holiday Balloon Arch kit produced by Borun to add 

a festive atmosphere and a more enthusiastic party atmosphere. Every year, the balloon 

factory innovates the style of the festive balloon garland arch.  

 

The independent design is matched with various balloon styles. Every time the new balloon 

garland is on the market, it will be welcomed by many consumers. The Borun Balloon Factory 

Has Solved This Problem For Them With The Latest balloon sets, so many customers have 

established contracts with the Borun balloon manufacturers for the balloon arch garland 

products for up to 10 years. 

  

 

Christmas is the most important holiday in Europe and America. The red balloon arch kit is 

used to decorate the winter to make the cold Christmas more enthusiastic. The high quality 

white matte balloon arch kit reflects the Christmas snow to make the Christmas decoration 

balloon arch kit better blend into the outdoor environment. Of course, many families put 

Christmas balloon garlands in the house because their children love balloons.  

 

The warm red balloons are matched with the vibrant green balloons. The atmosphere of the 

Christmas party is even more intense with the two high-quality latex balloons. At this time, the 

holiday balloon decorating arch kit can be used as a background for you and your family to 

take photos. I believe the photos taken will leave a deep impression on you. 

  

There's no shortage of candy balloons and crutch balloons among the Christmas decorations, 

so the latest Christmas balloon Arch set has added candy foil balloons and crutch foil balloons, 

which are popular with kids. Candy foil balloons and crutch foil balloons come in many different 
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styles and colors, and you can choose according to your plan when you wholesale holiday 

balloon arch kits. After you order the holiday balloon arch kit, we will send you the free balloon 

arch assembly video and detailed steps to ensure that you can perfect the assembly after 

purchasing the balloon garland, so that you can also assemble your own balloon arch 

according to your own preferences. 

  

As A full range of balloon products supplier in china, Borun balloon factory can produce various 

sizes of latex balloons and aluminum foil balloons, and can supply goods for any country in the 

world, we have sufficient balloon products export experience and long-term cooperation with 

forwarders, can provide you with one-stop balloon service. 

 

 


